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MAKE YOUR BATHROOM A PERSONAL OASIS,
MINI-SPA OR YOUR NEW FAVORITE ROOM.

W

ish lists for today’s master baths have much
more than just a double vanity. Check out
the finishes, fixtures and features in these examples
of what local designers and builders can create for a
bathroom to fulfill your dreams.

This bathroom is designed to be a glamorous retreat—from the chandelier
to the large towel warmer to the luxurious soaking tub with a view. Wall
cabinets with ribbed glass as well as a makeup area make this room functional for everyday use. A sophisticated color palette, quartz countertops
and plenty of stone complete the transitional feel of this home.
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Tired of an out-dated property, a Villanova family
began a whole-house renovation to combine
modern design with a bit of European flair. The
master spa features back-to-back washbowl vanities divided by a mirrored partition for privacy
and his-and-her storage. Modern high gloss
metric cabinetry from Christiana Factory Studio
is jeweled with crystal hardware. After a shower
from multiple rain fixtures (photo far left), adjacent
open bins, towel warmers and cozy robes are on
standby for the walk to the dressing area.
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This late 1800s barn was in poor condition before being
converted to living quarters for both the horses and family.
The transformation into a magnificent historic home—used
remnants from the barn, seen in this gorgeous, spacious
his/hers bathroom. Original exposed beams are accented
by other refurbished beams creating division between custom his/her closets and bath space. Barn doors—salvaged
and refurbished—conceal the closets. New dark hardwood
floors were intended to accent the warm, original beams.
Special placement of the custom vanity creates another
division in this large space with its his/her theme.
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The smoky brown, herringbone-pattern plank tile
flooring in this Malvern bathroom renovation is as
striking as it is efficient. Its programmable, in-floor
cable-style heating system creates a warm floor after
any shower or bath. The luxurious oval style bathtub
(photo far right), with free-standing faucet fixtures,
helps create a mini-spa retreat for homeowners to
enjoy everyday. Marble quartzite in the double sinks’
custom vanity perfectly complements the herringbone
floor. The blend of patterns, materials, textures,
accents and colors creates a cohesive design in a
master bath, matching the owners’ wish list.
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Despite the challenges of the long, dark, narrow and very dated space for this bathroom
project off an indoor pool, the finished project is so well liked it became the owners’ favorite bath. Several separate “compartments”
can be seen along the interior hall—for the
vanity, shower stall, water closet with sliding
barn door, and substantial sauna. Natural
materials—caramelized bamboo vanity,
blonde lacquered bamboo wall panels, and
custom bamboo ceiling tiles, accented by
glass backsplash tiles resembling growing
bamboo, and a handmade sink—add a spalike feeling. Radiant heat under the slate floor
is just another thoughtful detail.
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